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Listed below are the dissertation titles of students who have completed degrees in Fuller
Theological Seminary, School of Theology, graduate program (since 1988 known as Center
for Advanced Theological Studies) from 1952 to the present. Degree program is indicated in
parenthesis.
1952
Campbell, Robert 1. (Th.M.) A Defense of Christ's Omniscience in the Light of Selected
Kenotic Criticisms
Fuller, Daniel P. (Th.M.) An Investigation of the Literary Structure of the Gospel of
Mark
Hass, Donald J. (Th.M.)
Salmon, Wilburn T. (Th.M.)
Ver Burg, Joseph R. (Th.M.)
Contemporary Historical Allusions in the New Testament
The Apostolic Decree
Paul's Use of the Term SAPE
1953
Vanderlip, D. George (Th.M) Christ, the Spirit and the Believer in the Teaching of John
and Paul Using the Upper Room Discourse as a Point of
Reference
Wallace, David H. (Th.M.) A Comparative Study of the Hebrew and Greek Texts of
Joel
1954
Emery, Robert H. (Th.M.)
Hubbard, David A. (Th.M.)
An Examination of C. H. Dodd's View of Atonement
The Knowledge of God in Hosea: The Meaning of the
Concept and its Relevance to Biblical Theology
The Presuppositions of the Prophet Amos
Christ, the Spirit and the Believer in the Teaching of John
and Paul Using the Upper Room Discourse as a Point of
Reference
Laurin, Robert B. (Th.M.)
Vanderlip, George (Th.M.)
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1955
Johnson, Deryl F. (Th.M.) The Controlling Principle in the Theology of Reinhold
Niebuhr
\
A Critique of Brunner's Position in Regard to the Relation
Between Revelation and Reason
Vallet, Ronald E. (Th.M.)
1956
Gerig, Wesley 1. (Th.M.)
Mounce, Robert H. (Th.M.)
Stock, Harlon R., Jr. (Th.M.)
The Church and the Tribulation
The Relationship of Jesus to the Law
A Study of the Old Testament Quotations Peculiar to
Matthew
1957
Gerig, Frederich H. (Th.M.) Man As Reflected Revelation; An Exploratory Study of the
Central Theme of Pauline Anthropology
The New Testament Teaching Relative to the Ordination of
the Christian Ministry
Hodgman, Charles A. (Th.M.)
1958
Gay, George A. (Th.M.)
Wilson, Carl W. (Th.M.)
The Eschatological Use of "Day" in the New Testament
The Position of Women in the New Testament: A Study of
the Biblical Relationship of the Sexes to Determine the
Distinctive Functions and Position of Women
1959
Hayden, Roy E. (Th.M.) The Concept of Messiah in the Qumran Literature in the
Light of the Modern Prophetic-Apocalyptic Controversy
An Inductive Inquiry into the Biblical Doctrine of the
Inspiration of Scripture
The Historicity of the Gospel of John As Seen from Internal
evidence
Hughes, Robert J., III (Th.M.)
Lappen, James H. (Th.M.)
Meye, Robert P. (Th.M.) The Development of the KOINON-Group in the Apostolic
Church
Sturtz, Richard 1. (Th.M.) Peter and the Papacy, Being a Critical Examination of the
New Testament and Ante-Nicene Evidence Concerning the
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Primacy of Peter, Especially as it is Related to the Roman
Claims
1960
Bush, Frederic Wm. (Th.M.) Evidence from Qumranian and Masoretic Hebrew For an
original Penultimate Accent in Finite Verbal Forms
Divorce in the New TestamentFlora, Jerry R. (Th.M.)
Madvig, Donald H. (Th.M.) A Textual Comparison of Habakkuk; A Comparison of the
Text as Found in the Masoretic Text, the Septuagint, and
the Habakkuk Commentary of the Dead Sea Scrolls
St. Paul's Teaching Concerning Spiritual Gifts and Their
Relevance for the Church Today
Roseberry, Floyd E. (Th.M.)
1961
Bryce, Glendon E. (Th.M.) The Concept of Myth in the Theology of Rudolph
Bultmann
Gunther, Allen D. (Th.M.)
Klein, Albert O. (Th.M.)
Divine Healing: An Exegetical Study
The Formulae oflntroduction to the Old Testament
Quotations in the New Testament
Isaiah 53 in the New Testament; A Study of the Use of the
Prophecy in the New Testament
The Dispositio of Ante-Nicene Preaching
Pecota, Daniel B. (Th.M.)
Wessner, Wayne 1. (Th.M.)
1962
Koeker, John D. (Th.M.) The Use of Basic Principles of Administrative Theory in
Selected Churches
Oshima, Sueo (Th.M.)
Van Alstine, George A. (Th.M.)
The Union of the Two Natures in Jesus Christ
Wilshire, Leland E. (Th.M.)
The Jewish Communities of the Dispersion as A
Background for the Book of Acts
The Problem of Evil in the Religious Philosophy of Nicolas
Berdyaev
1963
Roberts, Hal C. (Th.M.) Ancient Israelite Conceptions of the Foreign Gods
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Stolte, Joel A. (Th.M.) Main Catholic Dogma and Protestant perspectives. A
Study of Conciliar Theory, Scripture, Tradition, Authority,
Justification, and Mariology
1964
Amstutz, John 1. (Th.M.)
Covell, Ralph R. (Th.M.)
New Testament Quotation of Extra-Biblical Sources
Inclusive-Exclusive First Person Plural Pronouns in the
Pauline Epistles
The Development of the Messiah Concept From Israel's
Royal Theology
Interpreting the Subject of Romans Seven
Recent Trends in Pentateuchal Criticism
McIntosh, Duncan, Jr. (Th.M.)
Neth, Frederich G. (Th.M.)
Saley, Richard J. (Th.M.)
Schaper, Robert N. (Th.M.) Paul's Relations with the Corinthian Church
1965
Gasque, W. Ward (Th.M.) The Contribution of Sir William Mitchel Ramsay to the
Study of the New Testament
A Comparative Study of Romans Thirteen and Revelation
Thirteen
Suderman, Robert D. (Th.M.)
1966
Reynolds, J. Berkeley (Th.M.)
Schiller, Eric 1. (Th.M.)
The Concept of Scripture in the Thought of Emil Brunner
Jesus' Relationship With the Father: A Case for the
Doctrine of Subordination
Yao, Leonico (Th.M.) Barth's Dynamic Concept of the Freedom of man
1967
Christians, Clifford G. (Th.M.)
Hagner, Donald A. (Th.M.)
Holman, Charles 1. (Th.M.)
The Church at Antioch
Modem Jewish Scholarship and the Teaching of Jesus
The Reception of the Holy Spirit in the New Testament
Church
The Debt of the Synoptic Writers to the Book ofIsaiahTaylor, CarlL. (Th.M.)
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1968
Blanch, Jose-Maria (Th.M.) Bernard Haring and Helmut Thielicke: The Tension of
Law and Gospel
The Nature of Biblical Faith: A Philosophical, Historical,
Philosophical and Theological Survey
Lemmon, Eric G. (Th.M.)
1969
Fagal, Harold E. (Th.M.) A Literary and Theological Study of the Prologue to the
Fourth Gospel
1970
Lemmon, Eric G. (Th.D.)
Tappeiner, Daniel A. (Th.D.)
Williams, David J. (Th.M.)
The Imago Dei and Revolution of Christian Ethics
The Theological Significance of Sacramental ism
A Comparison of the Christian and Jewish Exegesis of the
Messianic Proof Texts in the Acts of the Apostles
1971
Blowers, LaVerne P. (Th.M.) A Consideration of Subjective Aspects in Karl Barth's
View of Reconciliation
Denton, David R. (Th.D.)
Fung, Ronald Y.-K. (Th.M.)
Van Dam, Harry A. (Th.M.)
Hope in the Pauline Corpus
Ministry, Community, and Spiritual Gifts
Responsibility: An Essential Dimension in
Counseling
1972
Jackson, Russell F. (Th.M.) The New Man in Christ: A Study of Pauline
Ethics in the Epistle to the Colossians
1973
Loucks, Clarence M. (Th.M.) Mass Evangelistic Methodology: Charles Grandison
Finney and William Franklin Graham, Jr.
The Kung-Rahner Debate over Infallibility; Analysis of an
Historic Conflict Stemming from Differing Theological
Methodologies
Richardson, James E. (Th.M.)
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1974
Amaya, Ismael E. (Th.D.) The New Testament and the Theology of
Revolution
The Socio-Juridical Background of the Patriarchal
Narratives
Blaine, (B. Michael Th.M.)
Cambouropoules, Phaedon (Th.M.) The Colossian Heresy and its Life-Situation in the Epistle
to the Colossians
Paul's Theological Motivation for Mission
Karl Barth's Concept on the Knowledge of God
Conceptions of Spiritual Powers in the Pauline Corpus
Preaching in the Theology of Karl Barth: The Question of
its Urgency and Significance
Martin Luther's Concept of Biblical Interpretation in
Historical Perspective
Anselm's Contribution to Barth's Doctrine of
Kingdom of God
Cummings, James E. (Th.M.)
Fujie, Yukio (Th.M.)
Moresco, Robert E. (Th.D.)
Rozeboom, John A. (Th.M.)
Shelton, Raymond L. (Th.D.)
Wood, Donald D. (Th.D.) the
1975
Fagal, Harold E. (Th.D.) A History of the Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel Since
1950
1976
Fernando, Ajith R. (Th.M.)
Loewen, Howard J. (Ph.D.)
A Critique of Exegetical Arguments For Universalism
Karl Barth and the Church Doctrine of Inspiration (An
Appraisal for Evangelical Theology)
Faith and History in Ernst Troeltsch
Barth's Theological Approach and the Problem of
Historicity
Okumura, Osamu (Th.M.)
Yu, Carver T. (Th.M.)
1977
Millikan, David H. (Ph.D.)
Oliver, Gary 1. (Th.M.)
Patterns in the Christian Response to Art
Language in the Theology of C.S. Lewis: Its Nature,
Functions, and Forms
An Exegetical Study of the Pauline View of Man Based on
Romans 7:25
Park, Jang K. (Th.M.)
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Wright, Walter C., Jr. (Ph.D.) The Use of Pneuma in the Pauline Corpous With Special
Attention to the Relationship Between Pneuma and the
Risen Christ
1978
Bobo, Truett E. (Ph.D.)
Edwards, James R. (Ph.D.)
An Evangelical Theology of the Intermediate State
The Son of God: Its Antecedents in Judaism and Hellenism
and Its Use in the Earliest Gospel
Grace in the Preaching of Calvin and Wesley: A
Comparative Study
Jesus, Paul and Ministry: A Study in the Relationship of
Ministry in the Apostolic Community to Christ As
Discoverable in the Major Pauline Epistles
Instruction and Discussion in the Central Section of Luke:
A Redaction Critical Study of Luke 9:51-29:44
Hillman, Robert J. (Ph.D.)
Kruse, Colin G. (Ph.D.)
Resseguie, James 1. (Ph.D.)
1979
Carpenter, Eugene E. (Ph.D.) The Eschatology of Daniel Compared wth the Eschatology
of Selected Intertestamental Documents
Studies in the Covenantal Theology of the Epistle to the
Hebrews in Light of its Setting
The Prototokos Title in the New Testament
Gordon, Victor R. (Ph.D.)
Helyer, Larry R. (Ph.D.)
Hunter, Harold D. (Ph.D.) Spirit-Baptism: Evaluated Biblically, Historically and
Systematically
The Messianic Secret in Mark's Gospel
The Theological Method of Juan Luis Segundo
The Speeches of Paul in Acts 13, 17, and 20
Feelings Related to Assurance in Charles Wesley's Hymns
False Prophets in the Old Testament
Kernaghan, Ronald J. (Ph.D.)
Slade, Stanley D. (Ph.D.)
Swamidoss, Andrew W. (Ph.D.)
Townsend, James A. (Ph.D.)
Ude, Inya O. A. (Ph.D.)
1980
Erickson, Richard J. (Ph.D.) Biblical Semantics, Semantic Structure, and Biblical
Lexicology: A Study of Methods with Special Reference to
the Pauline Lexical Field of "Cognition"
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Gorman, Frank H. (Th.M.) I Samuel 3: A Study in Narrative Structure in Light of
Form-Critical and Traditio-Historical Analysis
The Background and Development of Thought and Practice
in the German Baptist Brethren (Dunker) and the Brethren
(Progressive) Churches
The Background and Development of Thought and Practice
in the German Baptist Brethren (Dunker) and the Brethren
(Progressive) Churches
Provence, Thomas E. (Ph.D.)
Stoffer, Dale R. (Ph.D.)
1981
Canon, George E. (Ph.D.) The Use of Traditional Materials in Colossians: Their
Significance for the Problems of Authenticity and Purpose
Israelite Village Land Tenure: Settlement to Exile
The Nature and Purpose of Jesus' Miracles in the Gospels
Canonicity and the Christian Bible Before Marcion: A
Study in the History and Definition of the Christian
Scripture Canon
Free Conscience and Obedient Body: Martin Luther's
Views on Authority in Church and State Analyzed in the
Context of His Theology of the Cross
"Abraham Believed God": Genesis 15:6 and Its Use in the
New Testament
Dybdahl, Jon 1. (Ph.D.)
Foubister, David R. (Ph.D.)
Foust, Oren J. (Th.M.)
Kelly, Robert A. (Ph.D.)
McGonigal, Terence P. (Ph.D.)
Powell, Timothy M. (Ph.D.)
Vo, Thien A. (Th.M.)
Watts, Gary 1. (Ph.D.)
The Oracles ofBalaam
The Mystery-Parables of the Kingdom of God
The Theological Method ofG. C. Berkouwer
1982
Becker, Warren E. (Ph.D.) Paul, the Suffering Apostle: The Place of Suffering in His
Life and Theology
Lambert, Roger 1. (Ph.D.)
Mates, Michael J. (Ph.D.)
Miller, James B. (Ph.D.)
Reid, Daniel G. (Ph.D.)
A Contextual Study of YDc in the Book ofIsaiah
The British Church From Patrick to Gildas
Scripture and the English Reformation, 1526-1553
The Christus Victor Motif in Paul's Theology
Chrisms, Victor
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1983
Beagley, Alan J. (Ph.D.) The Sitz Im Leben of the Apocalypse: With Particular
Reference to the Role of the Church's Enemies
The Hermeneutics of Oscar CullmannDonnan, Theodore M. (Ph.D.)
Hoefel, Robert J. (Ph.D.) The Doctrine ofInspiration in the Writings of James Orr
and B. B. Warfield: A Study in Contrasting Approaches to
Scripture
The Enthronement Motif in EphesiansPenner, Erwin (Ph.D.)
Schreiner, Thomas R. (Ph.D.) Circumcision: An Entree Into "Newness" in Pauline
Thought
The Ethical Influence of the Spirit of God: An Exegetical
and Theological Study With Special Reference to I




Breshears, Gerry E. (Ph.D.) Faith and General Revelation in the Tradition and Theology
of G. C. Berkouwer
Immutability and Incarnation: An Historical and
Theological Study of the Concepts of Christ's Divine
Unchangeability and His Human Development
Criteria of Christian Social Criticism
Johnson, Dennis E. (Ph.D.)
Liu, Agnes T. F. (Th.M.)
Losie, Lynn A. (Ph.D.) The Cleansing of the Temple: A History of a Gospel
Tradition in Light of its Background in the Old Testament
and in Early Judaism
The Theological Foundations of the Victorious Life: An
Evaluation of the Victorious Christian Life in the Light of
the Present and Future Aspects of Biblical Sanctification
The Unresponsive Remnant: History, Structure and Theme
in Haggai
Biblical Agrarian Imagery: A Salvation Historical
Perspective on the People of God
An Evangelical Reexamination of the Doctrine of the
Immutability of God
The Doctrine of the Holy Spirit in the Preaching of Richard
Sibbes
Loucks, Clarence M. (Ph.D.)
Pierce, Ronald W. (Ph.D.)
Story, J. Lyle (Ph.D.)
Ware, Bruce A. (Ph.D.)
Weisiger, Cary N., III (Ph.D.)
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1985
Cerullo, Rudolph M., II (Th.M.) The Relationship of the Gifts and Fruit of the Spirit in
orthodox Patristic Thought From A.D. 90-325
The Nature of the Non-Human Opposition to the Church in
the New Testament
Eaton, Richard K. (Ph.D.)
Kroeze, George, Jr. (Ph.D.) The Variety of Millennial Hopes in the English
Reformation, 1560-1660
The Cleansing of the Temple: A History ofa Gospel
Tradition
Losie, Lynn Allan (Ph.D.)
Robeck, Cecil M. (Ph.D.) The Role and Function of the Prophetic Gifts for the
Church at Carthage, A.D. 202-258
The Nature ofYaweh's Relationship With His People: A
Literary Analysis of Exodus 32-34
IAKOBOS HO DIKAIOS: Origins, Literary Expression
and Development of Traditions About the Brother ofthe
Lord in Early Christianity
Waring, Dawn Elizabeth (Ph.D.)
Webber, Martin Inman (Ph.D.)
1986
Bergdall, Chaney Roy (Ph.D.) Zechariah's Program for Israel's Future: Exegetical Study
of Zechariah 1-8
The Theological Method of James Cone
Contrasting Models of Christology A Critical Study of
"The Myth of God Incarnate"
God and Evil in the Process Thought of A. N.Whitehead,
C. Hartshorne, and D. Griffin: The Question of Theological
Coherence
Bolton, Keith A. (Ph.D.)
Chan, Mark Lap-Yan (Th.M.)
Collins, Marvin Allen (Ph.D.)
Kettler, Christian Delvaux (Ph.D.) The Vicarious Humanity of Christ and the Reality of
Salvation
Liu, Peter (Ph.D.) The Poor and the Good News: A Study of
EUANGELIZESTHAI PTOCHOIS in Isaiah 61 and Luke-
Acts
The Incarnation as Theological Imperative for Human
Reconciliations: A Christocentric Social Ethic
Speidell, Todd Saliba (Ph.D.)
Horsen, Roger D. Van (Ph.D.)
Wilkins, Michael James (Ph.D.)
A Contemporary Search for the Meaning of Creation
Concept of Disciple in Matthew's Gospel As Reflected in




Ford, Paul Francis (Ph.D.)
Gilliam, David Paul (Ph.D.)
Kang, Chang Hee (Ph.D)
Lim, David Sun (Ph.D.)
Lockery, Peter Francis (Th.M.)
McKenna, John Emory (Ph.D.)
Such, Bill (Th.M.)
1988
Chan, Silas Cheng- Yi (Ph.D.)
Chouinard, Larry E. (Ph.D.)
Ciocchi, David Malcolm (Ph.D.)
Crutsinger, Gene Charles (Ph.D.)
Park, Henry Hungsuk (Th.M.)
Pfursich, Frederick Richard (Th.M.)
Simpson, John W., Jr. (Ph.D.)
Watts, Kenneth Robert (Ph.D.)
Wilkens, Steve R. (Ph.D.)
1989
AIm, Joseph Yong-Sik (Ph.D.)
page 11
C. S. Lewis: Ecumenical Spiritual Director
The Role of Conscience in the Collective Community of
Christ
The Literary Affinities of the Sermon on the Mount with
Special Reference to Deuteronomic Features
The Servant Nature of the Church in the Pauline Corpus
Divorce and Remarriage in the New Testament and Its
Implications for the Christian Church Today
The Life Setting of The Arbiter by John Philoponos
The Apocalyptic Concept ofImminence in Early Pauline
Literature with Special Reference to Jewish Apocalypses
and the Literature and Community at Qumran
The Prophetic Concept of Kingship in First Samuel and its
Influence on the Lukan Depiction of Jesus of Nazareth
A Literary Study of Christology in Matthew's Gospel
A Theological Examination of the Concept of
Free Choice in Relation to Belief
The Bible as a Moral Authority: Its Use By Contemporary
American Evangelical Theologians
The Ugaritic Religion and Old Testament Studies
Doctrine of Sin in the Theology of Augustine, Luther,
Kierkegaard, and Barth
The Future of Non-Christian Jews: I Thessalonians 2: 15-
16 and Romans 9-11
Analogy and Category: Theory and Method in the
Interpretation of Theological Language
The Afterlife Considered in the Light of Biblical Teaching
Concerning the Resurrection of the Body
The Parousia in Paul's Letters to the Thessalonians, the
Corinthians, and the Romans, in Relation to its Old
Testament Judaic Background
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Griffin, Keith 1. (Ph.D.) Reluctant Revolutionaries: The Middle Colony Reformed
Idea of a Just Resistance
1991
Adams, David Reynolds (Ph.D.) The Concept of Divine Person Considered Both
Historically and in the Theologies of Karl Barth and Jurgen
Moltmann
An Independent Homily on Idolatry? The Form, Structure
and Function of I Corinthians 10:1-14
Collier, Gary Dean (Th.M.)
Cornwall, Robert David (Ph.D.) Visible and Apostolic: The Constitution of the Church in
High Church Anglican and Non-Juror Thought, 1688-1745
A Pauline Understanding of Rewards: Its Background and
Expression in I Corinthians
The Female Prophets: Gender and Leadership in the
Biblical Tradition
Fuller, Ruth Marion (Ph.D.)
Gill, Deborah Menken (Ph.D.)
Gomes, Alan Wayne (Ph.D.) De Jesus Christo Servatore Part III: Historical Introduction,
Translation and Critical Notes
Leschert, Dale Frederick (Ph.D.) Hermeneutical Foundations of the Epistle to the Hebrews:
A Study of the Validity ofIts Interpretations of Some Core
Citations from the Psalms
Menninger, Richard Edward (Ph.D.) The Relationship Between Israel and the Church in the
Gospel of Matthew
Holiness and the Holy Spirit in the Thought of Charles G.
Finney
Confession of Sin and the Appropriation of Divine
Forgiveness
Reeve, James Howard (Ph.D.)
Stephens, Malcolm Noel (Th.M.)
1992
Banks, William Byron (Th.M.) The King Declares His Heirs: The Meaning of
'Righteousness' in the Beatitudes of Jesus
The Mediatorial Character of the New Evangelical
Movement in the Life and Work of George Eldon Ladd
The Spirit Christo logy of Geoffrey Lampe: A Critical
Analysis
Values and the Concept of Death: A Comparison of the
Biblical and Secular Values which Shape the Concepts and
Definitions of Death
D'Elia, John A. (Th.M.)
Dorman, David Appleton (Ph.D.)
Ferguson, Robert Malcolm (Ph.D.)
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Loomis, Richard Allen (Th.M.)
Luper, Michael David (Ph.D.)
The Church Struggle and the Baptist Community
The Concept of Love in I Corinthians 13: An Analysis of
Its Origin, Development and Other Pauline Usage
The Quest of the Historical Pharisees: From Sanders to
Saldarini (A Survey of Contemporary Scholarship)
John Calvin's Concept of' Adiaphora' Compared to
Selected Modern-Day Calvinist Theologians
Strangers in Karnataka: Mennonite Brethren Historical
Foundations
Sauer, Claire Elizabeth (Th.M.)
Shoemaker, Donald Paul (Th.M.)
Vedulla, Rufus K. (Th.M.)
Wu, Julie Lee (Ph.D.) The Use of Prayer Speech in Paul's Capital Epistles
1993
Canales, Isaac J. (Ph.D.) Church and Society: An Analysis of Social and Ecclesial
Concerns in Romans 12:1-15:13
Corr, Donald Philip (Ph.D.) "The Field Is the World": Proclaiming, Translating, and
Serving by the American Board of Commissioners for
Foreign Missions, 1810-40
Hall, Fred Perry (Ph.D.) The Lutheran Doctrine of the Holy Spirit in the Sixteenth
Century: Developments to the Formula of Concord
Houts, Margo Gail (Ph.D.) Language, Gender, and God: How Traditionalists and
Feminists Play the Inclusive Language Game
Pearson, Sharon Clark (Ph.D.) The Christological Hymnic Pattern of I Peter
Pfizenmaier, Thomas Cooper (Ph.D.) The Trinitarian Theology of Dr. Samuel Clarke (1675-
1729): Context, Sources and Controversy
Thompson, Winfield Lynn, Jr. A New Approach to the Interpretation of (Ph.D.) the
Northern Shephelah City List of Joshua 15:33-36
Thomson, S. Bruce (Th.M.) Kenotic Christology: A Study of Two Debates
Yang, Nak-Heong (Ph.D.) Reformed Social Ethics and the Korean Church
1995
Campbell, Barth 1. (Ph.D.) Honor, Shame, and the Rhetoric of 1 Peter
Hermann, Wayne R. (Ph.D.) The Kingdom of God in the Messianic Theology of Jurgen
Moltmann
Holt, Simon C. (Th.M.) Spirituality and the Meal: An Exercise in Practical
Theology
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Kwon, Ae-Hoe (Th.M.)
Parris, David P. (Th.M.)
Saucy, Mark R. (Ph.D.)
Human Being in God's Design
The Resurrection and the Philosophy of History
The Kingdom of God in the Teaching of Jesus in New
Testament and Systematic Theology Since 1960
An Investigation of the Literary Artistry of the Final
Redactor of the Narrative of I Samuel 1-8
Deuteronomy 32, the Deliberative Rib Tradition, and
Hosea's Concept of Hope
Sturhahn, Herbert (Ph.D.)
Wiebe, John M. (Ph.D.)
1996
Draney, Daniel W. (Ph.D.) John Murdoch Macinnis and the Crisis of Authority in
American Protestant Fundamentalism, 1925-1929




Asano, Atsuhiro (Th.M) The conflist over circumcision: a study of the Pauline
perspective on circumcision in light of the conflict in the
churches in Galatia
Chen, Isaac Jin-Wei (Ph.D.) Human nature: an exploration and proposal for dialogue
with Confucians
Choi, P. Richard (Ph.D.) Abraham our Father: Paul's voice in the covenantal debate
of the Second Temple period
Apostolic Christianity in a postmodern world: a theological
analysis
An intertextual study of the motif complex "Yom Yahweh"
in the book of Joel
Conniry, Charles J. (Ph.D.)
Leung, Katheryn Kit-King (Ph.D.)
Min, Jeong-Kii (Ph.D.) Sin and politics: with special reference to Reformed
theology
The threefold call: a Trinitarian and Reformed theology of
vocation in response to Volf's Work in the Spirit
The lion of Princeton: Benjamin Breckinridge Warfield on
apologetics, theological method and polemics
Preece, Gordon R. (Ph.D.)
Riddlebarger, Kim (Ph.D.)
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1998
Bain, Bruce Alan (Ph.D.) Literary Surface Structures in Mark: Identifying
Christo logy as the Purpose of the Gospel
Pastoral Revitalization and the' Agogic' Moment
The Innocent Sufferer in the Book of Proverbs
Authentic Dialogue: Toward a Practical Theology of
Conversation
Belsby, Kevin Clark (Th.M.)
Bricker, Daniel P. (Ph.D.)
Broughton, Geofflan (Th.M.)
Choi, P. Richard (Ph.D.) Abraham Our Father: Paul's Voice in the Covenantal
Debate of the Second Temple Period
The Concept of the Kingdom of God in Paul
God's Conflict with the Watery Chaos Leviathan
Pentecostal Koinonia: An Emerging Ecumenical
Ecclesiology Among Pentecostals
The Marginalization of Doctrine in the Modern Church: An
Essay in Philosophical Ecclesiology
Special Birth Narratives: An Analysis of the Scriptural
Narratives as Compared with Their Contemporary
Literature
Chung, Peter Hyosuk (Th.M.)
Chung, Young Bok (Th.M.)
Cole, David Leon (Ph.D.)
Heyduck, Richard Eric (Ph.D.)
Hyland, Susan Elizabeth (Ph.D.)
Kallenberg, Brad J. (Ph.D.) Changing the Subject in Postmodernity: Narrative Ethics
and Philosophical Therapy in the Works of Stanley
Hauerwas and Ludwig Wittgenstein
The Foundation for Practical Theology
The Sociological Implications of Paul's Earliest Teachings
in First Thessalonians
Kang, Sung Mo (Th.M.)
Kim, Chulhong Brian (Th.M.)
Kim, Shalom Yong-Chang (Ph.D.) Human Suffering and Divine Shalom: Toward a Wholistic
Transforming Vision beyond Eastern and Western
Fragmented Understandings of the Human Condition of
Suffering/Han
A Practical Theology of Pastoral Preaching to Those Who
Suffer in Grief Death, and Dying
Seeing Is Believing .. Embodied Apologetics for a
Postmodem Generation
Leenerts, Ted B. (Th.M.)
Parks, Randolph Hines (Th.M.)
Shein, Hsi Mu (Th.M.) 1 Timothy 2:9-15: A Study of Its Interpretation and
Hermeneutical Significance for the Church in Myanmar
Deity and True Humanity of Jesus Christ: Theology of Karl
Barth and James D. G. Dunn
So, Hisook (Th.M.)
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Soling, Hee Scob (Th.M.) The Worship of the Whole People of God .. The Lay-Led
Worship in the Church
A Theology of the Resurrected Body in Light of Scripture,
Christian Anthropology, Christian Ethics, Philosophical
Reflection, and Current Scientific Knowledge
Wong, John Bryant (Ph.D.)
1999
Bhandari, Lok Mani (Ph.D.) The Role of Power Encounter in the Growth of Christianity
in Napel
The Radical Thought of James Murray of Newcastle-Upon-
Tyne
The Structure of Authority in the Thought of John Wesley
The Impact of the Nineteenth-Century American Church on
the Shaping of the Foundation of the Early Korean Church
and Society (1184-1935)
Leadership in 1 Corinthians: An Exegetical Study in Paul's
Ecclesiiology
Narrating Jeremiah: The Rhetorical Skill and Presentation
Strategy in Jeremiah 26--45
God Next Door: Toward a Spirituality of Neighborhood
The End of Exile: A Short Commentary of the
Shepherd/Sheep Metaphor in Exilic and Postexilic
Prophetic and Synoptic Gospel Literature
Toward a Practical Theology of Evangelism: Spiritual
Pilgrimage as an Essential Paradigm for the Christian
Conversion Process and Its Implications for Evangelism
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Toward an Evangelical Spirituality: A Practical-
Theological Study of Richard Baxter's Teaching and
Practice of Spiritual Disciplines with Special Reference to
the Chinese Cultural Context
Constructing a Spirituality of Sleep and Work: An
Exploration of the Major Daily Routines Through
Scripture, Theology, and Early Egyptian Monasticism
The Christology of John Macquarrie
Charismata, Revelation, and the Authority of Scripture: A
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Implications of 1 Corinthians 12:8, 10
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Thought
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Acts, Book of-The Poor 1986 Liu
Adiaphora-John Calvin and modern Calvinists 1992 Shoemaker
Administrative Theory 1962 Koeker
Afterlife future of non-Christian Jews 1988 Simpson
Afterlife-Intermediate state 1978 Bobo
Afterlife-resurrection of body 1988 Wilkens
Afterlife-Romans-I Thessalonians 1988 Simpson
Agrarian imagery in Bible 1984 Story
American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions
(ABCFM) 1810-1840 1993 Corr
American church (19th century}-Korea,1884-1935 1999 Hahn
American Church History-Middle Colony 1989 Griffin
American Evangelical Theologians 1988 Crutsinger
Amos-prophet's presuppositions 1954 Laurin
Analogy 1993 Houts
Analogy-theological language 1988 Watts
Anglican (High) Church 1991 Cornwall
Anselm-i-contrlbution to Barth 1974 Wood
Ante-nicene preaching 1961 Wessner
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Anthropology, theological 1995 Kwon
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Apostolic decree 1952 Salmon
Arianism (Dr. S. Clarke) 1993 Pfizenmaier
Art-Christian response 1977 Millikan
Assurance-Charles Wesley's hymns 1979 Townsend
Atonement-C.H. Dodd's view 1954 Emery
Atonement-vicarious humanity of Christ 1986 Kettler
Augustine--doctrine of sin 1988 Pfursich
Authority of scripture- I Corinthians 12:8,10 1999 Robbins
Authority-Catholic and Protestant views 1963 Stolte
Authority-Church and State-Luther 1981 Kelly
Authority-Wesley, John 1999 Giffin
Baalam-oracles 1982 Powell
Baptism, Spirit 1979 Hunter
Baptist, German brethren 1980 Stoffer
Baptists-Germany-20th Century 1992 Loomis
Baptists-United States-20th Century 1992 Loomis
Barth, Karl-Anselm's Contribution 1974 Wood
Barth, Karl-Church Dogmatics-resurrection and
parousia of Christ 1999 Cho (Th.M)
Barth, Karl-v-concept of Divine Person 1992 Adams
Barth, Karl-freedom of Man 1966 Yao
Barth, Karl-hermeneutics 1980 Provence
Barth, Karl-historicity 1976 Yu
Barth, Karl-inspiration (of scripture) 1976 Loewen
Barth, Karl-knowledge of God 1974 Fugie
Barth, Karl-preaching 1974 Rozeboom
Barth, Karl-reconciliation 1971 Blowers
Barth, Karl-sin 1988 Pfursich
Baxter, Richard-spiritual disciplines-Chinese culture 1999 Liu
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Believer-upper room discourse 1953 Vanderlip
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Biblical interpretation-Luther 1974 Shelton
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Brethren, German 1980 Stoffer
Brethren, Progressive 1980 Stoffer
British Church-Patrick to Gildas 1982 Mates
Brunner, Emil-Revelation and Reason 1955 Vallet
Brunner, Emil-Scripture 1966 Reynolds
Bultmann, R.-Myth 1961 Bryce
Calvin, John-"adiaphora"-modern Calvinists 1992 Shoemaker
Calvin, John-grace, preaching 1978 Hillman
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Campbell, John McLeod-atonement, vicarious living 1986 Kettler
Canonicity-pre-Marcion 1982 Foust
Carthage church-prophetic gifts 1985 Robeck
Category-theological language 1988 Watts
Catholic church 2000 Daniels
Catholic dogma 1963 Stolte
Catholic view of authority 1963 Stolte
Chaos, watery-God's conflict-Leviathan 1998 Chung
Charismata-revelation and authority of scripture-
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Christ-keno sis and omniscience 1952 Campbell
Christ and Spirit in Upper Room discourse 1954 Vanderlip
Christ, risen-Pneuma 1977 Wright
Christian social criticism 1984 Liu
Christian life 2000 Bolsinger
Christianity and culture 2000 Bolsinger
2000 Kwon
Christology (l Peter) 1993 Pearson
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Christology-Matthew's Gospel 1988 Chouinard
Christo logy-Myth of God incarnate 1986 Chan
Christus Victor 1982 Reid
Church, mission of 2000 Daniels
Church administration 1962 Koeker
Church and Israel-Matthew 1991 Menninger
Church and social problems 2000 Daniels
Church and Society in Romans 12-15 1993 Canales
Church and State-Germany-20th Century 1992 Loomis
Church and the world (postmodern) 1997 Conniry
Church History, 19th century-American 1993 Corr
Church, British-Patrick to Gildas 1982 Mates
Church-Carthage-prophetic gifts 1985 Robeck
Church-Corinthian 1964 Schaper
Church-non-human opposition 1985 Eaton
Church-Pauline corpus-servant nature 1987 Lim
Church-Reception of Spirit 1967 Holman
Church-tribulation 1956 Gerig
Circumcision-Pauline perspective 1997 Asano
Circumcision-Pauline thought 1983 Schreiner
Clarke, Dr. Samuel (1675-1729) 1993 Pfizenmaier
Cleansing of Temple 1984 Losie
Clergy, revitalized 1998 Belsby
Colossians-heresy 1974 Cambouropoules
Colossians-Pauline ethics 1972 Jackson
Colossians-traditional material 1981 Canon
Community-ministry-spiritual gifts 1971 Fung
Conciliar theory-Catholic/Protestant Views 1963 Stolte
Concord, Formula of---developments 1993 Hall
Cone, James-Theological Method 1986 Bolton
Confession of sin-Divine forgiveness 1991 Stephens
Confucians---dialogue with Christians 1997 Chen
Congregational history-19th century, American 1993 Corr
Conscience---eommunity of Christ 1987 Gilliam
Conscience-Luther 1981 Kelly
Conversion in Lutheran doctrine-16th century 1993 Hall
Corinthian church 1964 Schaper
Corinthians-rewards and grace 1991 Fuller
Corinthians-Spirit-ethical influence 1983 Suurmond
1 Corinthians 10:1-I4-form and function 1991 Collier
1 Corinthians 12:8,10-eharismata, revelation, authority of
scripture 1999 ROBBINS
1 Corinthians 12:8, 1O-eharismata, revelation, authority of
scripture 1999 Robbins
1 Corinthians 13-10ve 1992 Luper
1 Corinthians-idolatry 1991 Collier
1 Corinthians-leadership 1999 Hiigel
1 Corinthians-leadership 1999 Hiigel
1 Corinthians-parousia 1989 Ahn
Counseling 1971 Van Dam
Conversation-Religious Aspects 1998 Broughton
Conversation-Religious Aspects-Christianity 1998 Broughton
Covenant theology-Abraham-Paul' s epistles 1998 Choi
Covenent, Abrahamic-Pauline epistles 1997 Choi
Covenental theology-Hebrews 1979 Gordon
Creation-God's conflict-Leviathan 1998 Chung
Creation-meaning 1986 Van Horsen
Cross, theology in Lutheran doctrine, 16th century 1993 Hall
Cross-Luther-theology 1981 Kelly
Cullman, Oscar-hermeneutics 1983 Dorman
Daniel-eschatology 1979 Carpenter
Day of Yahweh-Joel 1997 Leung
Day-eschatology-New Testament 1958 Gay
Dead Sea Scrolls-Habakkuk commentary 1960 Madvig
Death-Biblical and secular values 1992 Ferguson
Deutero-Isaiah and 1 Peter 1993 Pearson
Deuteronomic features- Sermon on the Mount 1987 Kang
Deuteronomy 32-Rib tradition-Hosea's concept of hope 1995 Wiebe
Dialogue-Religious Aspects 1998 Broughton
Dialogue-Religious Aspects-Christianity 1998 Broughton
Disciple-Matthew's gospel 1986 Wilkins
Dispersion-Background to Acts 1962 Van Alstine
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Divorce-New Testament teaching 1960 Flora
Divorce-remarriage 1987 Lockery
Doctrine, marginalization of--ecc1esiology 1998 Heyduck
Dodd, C. H.-atonement 1954 Emery
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Dunker-background---development of thought-l 650-
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Eastern understanding of suffering-Han-Shalom 1998 Kim
Ecc1esiology, ecumenical-Pentecostalism 1998 Cole
Ecc1esiology, Pau1's-leadership--1 Corinthians 1999 Hiigel
Ecc1esiology, Paul' s-leadership--l Corinthians 1999 Hiigel
Ecc1esiology---doctrinal marginalization 1998 Heyduck
Education and Mission (ABCFM), 1810--40 1993 Corr
Egyptian monasticism-spirituality of sleepand work 1999 Metteer
Egyptian monasticism-spirituality of sleepand work 1999 Metteer
Enemies-Church and Apocalypse 1983 Beagley
Enemies-non-human, opposition to church 1985 Eaton
English Reformation-millennial hope 1985 Kroeze
English Reformation-Scripture 1982 Miller
Enthronement motif in Ephesians 1983 Penner
Ephesians, enthronement motif 1983 Penner
Eschatology-"Day"-New Testament 1958 Gay
Eschatology-Daniel 1979 Carpenter
Eschatology-Isaiah, Spirit of God 1996 Ma
Ethic, social-and incarnation 1986 Speidell
Ethical influence-Spirit-l Corinthians 1983 Suurmond
Ethics, Reformed social and the Korean church 1993 Yang
Ethics-Colossians 1972 Jackson
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Eucharist-spirituality 1995 Holt
Evangelical movement, new-G. E. Ladd 1992 D'E1ia
Evangelical re-examination-Immutability of God 1984 Ware
Evangelical spirituality-Chinese culture, effect on 1999 Liu
Evangelical spirituality-Chinese culture, effect on 1999 Liu
Evangelical theologians, American-use of Bible 1988 Crutsinger
Evangelical theology-Barth-Inspiration 1976 Loewen
Evangelical theology-intermediate state 1978 Bobo
Evangelism methodology 1999 Kelly
Evangelism methodology 1999 Kelly
Evangelism, mass-Billy Graham-C. G. Finney 1973 Loucks
Evangelism-practical theology 1999 Kelly
Evangelism-practical theology 1999 Kelly
Evangelistic work 2000 Daniels
Evil-Berdyaev, N.A. 1962 Wilshire
Exodus 32-34-Yahweh's relation to His people 1985 Waring
Faith, Biblical-survey 1968 Lemmon
Faith, free choice 1988 Ciocchi
Faith-Berkouwer, C. G. 1984 Breshears
Faith-history-Troeltsch 1976 Fernando
False prophets-Old Testament 1979 Ude
Family, Minister's 1987 Lee
Father, God-relation to Jesus 1966 Schiller
Female Prophets-Biblical tradition 1991 Menken-Gill
Feminist use oflanguage 1993 Houts
Finney, C.G.-Holiness and the Holy Spirit in the thought
of 1991 Reeve
Finney, C.G.-W.F. Graham-mass evangelism 1973 Loucks
Flesh-Paul's Use of sarx 1952 Ver Burg
Form--critical method-1 Samuel 3 1980 Gorman
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Free choice 1988 Ciocchi
Freedom of man 1966 Yao
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Macinnis, John M. 1996 Draney
Future life 1978 Bobo
Galatians-Circumcision 1997 Asano
Gender and language 1993 Houts
Genesis 15:16-use in the N.T. 1981 McGonigle
Germany-Baptists-History 1992 Loomis
Germany-Church History 1992 Loomis
Gifts of the Spirit 1985 Cerullo
Gifts, prophetic-Carthage church 1985 Robeck
Gildas-British Church 1982 Mates
Glory motif in I Peter 1993 Pearson
God, doctrine of-Samuel Clarke 1993 Pfizenmaier
God, father-relation to Jesus 1966 Schiller
God, Immutability of 1984 Ware
God, Knowledge of-Barth-Kingdom of God 1974 Fujie
God, knowledge of-Hosea 1954 Hubbard
God, language about 1993 Houts
God-Evil-Process thought 1986 Collins
Gods, foreign-Ancient Israel 1963 Roberts
Good News-the poor-Isaiah 6 I-Luke/Acts 1986 Liu
Gore, Charles and kenotic Christology 1993 B. Thompson
Grace--I Corinthians 1991 Fuller
Grace--preaching-Calvin-Wesley 1978 Hillman
Graham, W.F.-Finney, C.G.-mass evangelism 1973 Loucks
Griffin, D.-God and evil 1986 Collins
Habakkuk-textual comparison 1960 Madvig
Haggai-unresponsive remnant 1984 Pierce
Han (Psychology) 2000 Kwon
Haring, Bernhard-Thielicke-Iaw and gospel 1968 Blanch
Hartshorne, C.-God and evil 1986 Collins
Healing, divine--exegetical study 1961 Gunther
Hebrew language-Qumran and Masoretic text 1960 Bush
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Hebrews-Psalm citations 1991 Leschert
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Hermeneutics-Barth 1980 Provence
Hermeneutics-Cullmann 1983 Dorman
Hick, John-Myth of God incarnate 1986 Chan
Historical allusions-New Testament 1952 Hass
Historicity, problem of-Barth 1976 Yu
History ofIsrael 1981 Dybdahl
History, philosophy of-resurrection 1995 Parris
History-faith-Troeltsch 1976 Fernando
Holiness in Lutheran doctrine-16th century 1993 Hall
Holiness-Charles G. Finney 1991 Reeve
Holy Spirit, means and testimony in Lutheran doctrine-
16th century 1993 Hall
Holy Spirit-Also see Spirit
Holy Spirit-Charles G. Finney 1991 Reeve
Hope-Pauline corpus 1971 Denton
Hosea---eoncept of hope--Rib tradition-Deuteronomy
1995 Wiebe
Hosea-Knowledge of God 1954 Hubbard
Human nature-Confucianism 1997 Chen
Humanity of Jesus-vicarious atonement 1986 Kettler
Humiliation/vindication motif in I Peter 1993 Pearson
Hymn fragments in I Peter 1993 Pearson
Hymn patterns in I Peter 1993 Pearson
Hymns-Charles Wesley-hymns 1979 Townsend
Iacobos Ho Dikaios 1985 Webber
Identification (Religion) 2000 Hanuner
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Idolatry-I Corinthians 1991 Fuller
Image of God 2000 Hammer
Image of God-Christian ethics 1970 Lemmon
Imago Dei-Christian ethics 1970 Lemmon
Immutability of Christ-incarnation 1984 Johnson
Immutability of God---evangelical re-examination 1984 Ware
Incarnation-Christ's immutability 1984 Johnson
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Indigenous preachers in missions, 1810--40 1993 Corr
Infallibility-Kung and Rahner debatelPapal 1973 Richardson
Inspiration-Barr, James-Warfield, B.B. 1983 Hoefel
Inspiration-Barth--evangelical appraisal 1976 Loewen
Inspiration-Biblical doctrine 1959 Hughes
Intermediate State--evangelical theology 1978 Bobo
Intertestamental documents--eschatology 1979 Carpenter
Isaiah 53 and 1 Peter 1993 Pearson
Isaiah 53-New Testament use 1961 Pecota
Isaiah 61-Luke/Acts-Poor and the good news 1986 Liu
Isaiah-Spirit of God, Eschatology 1996 Ma
Isaiah-Spirit-Eschatology 1996 Ma
Isaiah-Synoptic Writers' debt 1967 Taylor
Isaiah-YDc~ontextual study 1982 Lambert
Israel and the Church-Matthew 1991 Menninger
Israel, salvation of-Paul's thought-Romans 9-11 1999 Waters
Israel's future-Zechariah-I-8--exegetical study 1986 Bergdall
Israel-foreign gods 1963 Roberts
Israelite village land tenure 1981 Dybdahl
Israel-royal theology-Messiah 1964 McIntosh
James, brother of Jesus 1985 Webber
Jeremiah 26-45-rhetorical skills 1999 Ho
Jesus, virginal conception in recent literature 1993 Ong
Jesus-F ather, relation to 1966 Schiller
Jesus-Jewish scholarship-teaching 1967 Hagner
Jesus-law 1956 Mounce
Jesus-Luke's gospel-I Samuel-kingship 1988 Chan
Jesus-ministry-Paul 1978 Kruse
Jesus-Miracles-nature and purpose 1981 Foubister
Jesus-Paul-ministry 1978 Kruse
Jesus-teaching-Jewish scholarship 1967 Hagner
Jesus-teaching-Kingdom of God-systematic theology
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Jesus-two natures 1962 Oshima
Jewish exegesis-Messianic proof texts 1970 Williams
Jewish scholarship-Jesus ' 1967 Hagner
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Law-Jesus 1956 Mounce
Leadership-l Corinthians 1999 Hiigel
Leviathan-God's conflict 1998 Chung
Lewis, C.S.-ecumencial spiritual director 1987 Ford
Lewis, C.S.-theology-language 1977 Oliver
Lexicology-biblical semantics 1980 Erickson
Lindbeck,George 1993 Houts
Literary surface structures-Mark's Gospel 1998 Bain
Literature, contemporary-birth stories-Scriptures 1998 Hyland
Liturgical tradition in 1 Peter 1993 Pearson
Lord's Supper-Reformed Church 2000 Bolsinger
Love---l Corinthians 1992 Luper
Luke 9:51-29:44--redaction critical study 1978 Resseguie
Luke/Acts-the poor-Isaiah 61 1986 Liu
Luke's Gospel-Jesus-Kingship concept-l Samuel 1988 Chan
Luther (et al)--sin 1988 Pfursich
Lutheran doctrine of the Holy Spirit-16th century 1993 Hall
Lutheran orthodoxy-16th century 1993 Hall
Luther-authority in Church and State 1981 Kelly
Luther-Biblical interpretation 1974 Shelton
Macinnis, John Murdoch 1996 Draney
Macquarrie, John-Christology 1999 Purdy
Man-Pauline anthropology 1957 Gerig
Man-Pauline view-Romans 7:25b 1977 Park
Mariology-e-Catholic and Protestant Views 1963 Stolte
Mark's Gospel-literary structure 1952 Fuller
Mark's Gospel-literary surface structures-Christo logy 1998 Bain
Mark's Gospel-Messianic Secret 1979 Kernaghan
Mark's Gospel-Son of God-Judaism-Hellenism 1978 Edwards
Marriage after divorce 1987 Lockery
Masoretic Hebrew-Qurnranian Hebrew 1960 Bush
Matthew 5: l-l2-righteousness 1992 Banks
Matthew's Gospel-Christology 1988 Chouinard
Matthew's Gospel---disciple 1986 Wilkins
Matthew's Gospel-Israel and the Church 1991 Menninger
Matthew's Gospel-mathetes 1986 Wilkins
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Matthew's Gospel-e-O.']'. quotations 1956 Stock
Mediatorial character-G. E. Ladd 1992 D'Elia
Medical missions (ABCFM), 1810--40 1993 Corr
Medicine and missions (ABCFM), 1810--40 1993 Corr
Mennonite Brethren-historical foundation 1992 Vedulla
Messiah-Israel's Royal theology 1964 McIntosh
Messiah-Qumran literature 1959 Hayden
Messianic prooftexts-Christian & Jewish exegesis 1970 Williams
Messianic secret-Mark's gospel 1979 Kernaghan
Messianic theology of Moltmann-Kingdom of God 1995 Hermann
Metaphor 1993 Houts
Methodology in use oflanguage 1993 Houts
Millennial hope-English Reformation 1560-1660 1985 Kroeze
Minister's family-Social and Psychological dynamics 1987 Lee
Ministry--eommunity-spiritual gifts 1971 Fung
Ministry-J esus-Paul 1978 Kruse
Miracles-Gospels-nature and purpose 1982 Foubister
Mission-Paul's motivation 1974 Cununings
Missions and education (ABCFM), 1810--40 1993 Corr
Missions and preaching (ABCFM), 1810--40 1993 Corr
Missions to Confucians 1997 Chen
Missions-ABCFM, American-history, 1810--40 1993 Corr
Moltmann's messianic theology-Kingdom of God 1995 Hermann
Monasticism, Egyptian-spirituality of sleep and work 1999 Metteer
Moral authority-Bible-American evangelical
theologians 1988 Crutsinger
Murray, James of Newcastle-upon- Tyne 1999 Denton
Mystery parables-Kingdom of God 1981 Vo
Myth of God Incarnate 1986 Chan
Myth-Bultmann 1961 Bryce
Neighborhood, spirituality of 1999 Holt
Nepal-power encounter-growth of Christianity 1999 Bhandari
New man in Christ-Colossians 1972 Jackson
New Testament---extra-Biblical sources 1964 Amstutz
New Testament-historical allusions 1952 Hass
New Testament-Isaiah 53 1961 Pecota
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New Testament-O.T. quotations 1961 Klein
New Testament-revolution, theology of 1974 Amaya
New Testament-theology of revolution 1974 Amaya
Newness-Pauline thought---circumcision 1983 Schreiner
Newton, Isaac and Samuel Clarke 1993 Pfizenmaier
Nicea and Samuel Clarke 1993 Pfizenmaier
Niebuhr, Reinhold--ethics 1984 Liu
Niebuhr, Reinhold-theology 1955 Johnson
Non-jurors in England, 1688-1745 1991 Cornwall
Old Testament studies-Ugaritic religion 1988 Park
Old Testament-Judaic background-parousia 1989 Ahn
Old Testament-Quotations in Matthew 1956 Stock
Old Testament-Quotations in N.T.-introduction
formula 1961 Klein
Omniscience of Christ-kenosis 1952 Campbell
Ordination-NT teaching 1954 Hodgman
Ordo Salutis 1993 Hall
Orr, James-doctrine of inspiration-Warfield, B.B. 1983 Hoefel
Papacy-primacy of Peter 1959 Sturtz
Parables, mystery-Kingdom of God 1981 Vo
Parousia-Karl Barth's Church Dogmatics 1999 Cho (Th.M)
Parousia-Pauline corpus 1989 Ahn
Pastoral revitalization 1998 Belsby
Patriarchal narratives-socio-juridical background 1974 Blaine
Patrick, Saint-British Church 1982 Mates
Patristic thought-gifts and fruits of the Spirit 1985 Cerullo
Paul's use of prayer in epistles 1992 Wu
Paul-Christus Victor motif 1982 Reid
Paul---circumcision-"newness" 1983 Schreiner
Paul---cognition-Biblical Semantics 1980 Erickson
Paul-Corinthian church 1964 Schaper
Pauline corpus-"our" (use of 1st person plural) 1964 Covell
Pauline corpus-anthropology-reflected revelation 1957 Gerig
Pauline corpus-anthropology-Romans 7:25b 1977 Park
Pauline corpus-Christ risen-pneuma 1977 Wright
Pauline corpus-Church, servant nature of 1987 Lim
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Pauline corpus---circwncision 1983 Schreiner
Pauline corpus-hope 1971 Denton
Pauline corpus-parousia 1989 Ahn
Pauline corpus-pneuma-risen Christ 1977 Wright
Pauline corpus-second Advent 1987 Such
Pauline corpus-servant nature of the Church 1987 Lim
Pauline corpus-spiritual powers 1974 Morosco
Pauline corpus-use of prayer 1992 Wu
Pauline epistles Abrahamic covenant 1997 Choi
Circwncision 1997 Asano
Covenant, Abrahamic 1997 Choi
Pauline epistles---covenant theology-Abraham 1998 Choi
Pauline epistles-See Pauline corpus
Pauline literature--See Pauline corpus
Paul-J esus-ministry 1978 Kruse
Paul-ministry-J esus 1978 Kruse
Paul-mission-Motivation 1974 Cummings
Paul-salvation oflsrael- Romans 9-11 1999 Waters
Paul-sarx 1952 VerBurg
Paul-speeches in Acts 13, 17, and 20 1979 Swamidoss
Paul-spiritual gifts 1960 Roseberry
Paul-suffering 1983 Becker





Pentecostalism---ecumenica1 ecclesiology 1998 Cole
People of God-Biblical Agrarian imagery 1984 Story
Personal construct theory 2000 Hammer
Personal construct therapy 2000 Hammer
Peter, primacy of-papacy 1959 Sturtz
Peter, traditional deposits 1993 Pearson
I Peter, Christo logical hymnic patterns 1993 Pearson
1 Peter-honor, shame, and rhetoric 1995 Campbell
Pharisees---contemporary scholarship 1992 Sauer
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Philoponos, John 1987 McKenna
Philosophy of history-resurrection 1995 Parris
Philosophy-Hauerwas, S.-Wittgenstein, 1.- 1998 Kallenberg
postmodernism
Pilgrimage, spiritual-paradigm for conversion-practical
theology of evangelism 1999 Kelly
Polemics-B. B. Warfield 1997 Riddlebarger
Politics and sin-Reformed theology 1997 Min
Poor-Luke/Acts-good news-Isaiah 61 1986 Liu
Postemodernism-Hauerwas, S.-Wittgenstein, 1.- 1998 Kallenberg
ethics
Postmodern world-Christianity 1997 Conniry
Postmodernism-apologetics 1998 Park
Power encounters-Nepal-growth of Christianity 1999 Bhandari
Prayer, use of in Pauline epistles 1992 Wu
Preachers, indigenous (ABCFM), 1810--40 1993 Corr
Preaching and Missions (ABCFM), 1810--40 1993 Corr
Preaching, Ante-Nicene 1961 Wessner
Preaching-Barth, Karl 1974 Rozeboom
Pride-I Corinthians 1991 Fuller
Printing and missions (ABCFM), 1810--40 1993 Corr
Process thought-God and evil-Griffin, Hartshorne,
Whitehead 1986 Collins
Pronouns-v-I st person plural-Pauline corpus 1964 Covell
Prophetic gifts-Carthage church 1985 Robeck
Prophets, exilic and post-exi1ic-sheep/shepherd metaphor 1999 Huntzinger
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